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Air Fryer LEACCO  AF020

LEACCO 4.5L 1050W non-fat air fryer AF020
Air Fryer is the perfect solution for people who want to reduce the amount of fat they consume, while not sacrificing their favorite foods!
Air Fryer Leacco AF020 allows you to prepare tasty and healthy meals by using hot air. It allows you to choose from up to 8 operating
modes, so you can easily adjust its operation to your needs. The large window will allow you to comfortably control the cooking process,
and  the  touch  panel  will  make  the  operation  of  the  device  simpler.  Its  cleaning  will  not  be  a  challenge  for  you  -  you  can  wash  the
individual  components  without  any  problems,  even  in  the  dishwasher.  Indulge  in  culinary  experiments  and  discover  how  many  tasty
dishes you can prepare in a healthy and efficient way!
 
Cooking under control
The Air Fryer's clever design with a large window allows you to monitor the food preparation process. Now you can watch your favorite
dishes turn golden without having to open the lid. The built-in display will make it easy for you to operate the device. From it you can
conveniently change the temperature and time or choose from the available cooking modes. In addition, its capacity is 4.5 l , so you can
successfully prepare a meal for your entire family.
 
Your helper in the kitchen
The AF020 has as many as 8 cooking modes, which allow you to prepare a variety of dishes. Whether you want to fry fries, roast chicken,
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grill vegetables or prepare a tasty dessert - you can prepare almost any dish with the Leacco Air Fryer! You can also use it to defrost or
reheat food. What's more, with the help of a special knob you can freely adjust the temperature in the range of 40°C-200°C.
 
Healthy meals in the blink of an eye
Now you can enjoy the taste of your favorite dishes without worrying about excess calories. The Air Fryer uses hot air circulation to make
it easy for you to prepare healthier meals. It will keep your fries golden and crispy on the outside, while keeping them juicy on the inside.
Fancy grilled vegetables? The Air Fryer AF020 will perfectly handle this task as well, giving them an appetizing appearance and distinct
flavor, without the need to add a lot of oil.
 
Included:
air fryercrisper plateinstruction manual
 
ManufacturerLeaccoModelAF020ColorGrayDimensions312  x  372  x  354  mmCapacity4.5  lTemperature40°C-200°CInput  current220V,
50/60  Hz,Rated  power1050  WSpeed2500±200  rpmWeight4.5  kgMaterialNon-stick  ceramic  coatingNumber  of  modes8Power  cord
length900 mmHeating methodHeating tube

Price:

€ 83.00

Small appliances, Other
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